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Getting Started —
What is Ampleia?
Ampleia consists of a gigantic realm that you can explore at
your leisure. After a brief introduction prologue, the full
sandbox will be unlocked — a feature-packed, colorful world
of outstanding scale and variety.
In the Ampleia realm, the game narrative invites player to
visit specific places and face set challenges. At any point in
time, however, player may choose to go their own direction.
Opportunities to leave the main narrative path — either to
roam freely or to attend to side quests — are quite literally
everywhere.
While this freedom is hugely enjoyable, it also means that
there are countless traps lying in wait for the unwary player:
surprisingly tough opponents, complex quests, and the many
challenges inherent in navigating the vast and varied
Ampleia realm.
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Ampleia: Blood Rain and Silver Ashes does not
coddle players with regular tutorials, or micromanage movement with waypoints that constrain
journeys on a step-by-step basis. Instead, player
learn by observing and through attempting
actions that appear logical, and — perhaps most
importantly of all — through failure. It is
important to acquire a solid understanding of key
game features at the early stages of the narrative.
If you would like to make a
digesting storyline quests will
to grips with exploration,
progression, equipment, items
game features.

commanding start,
help players to get
combat, character
and other essential
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Gami"cation

Vision

Our plan is to develop
into a steady global-level organization
and coexistence of the metaverse world.

Gamification
Platform
DAO
NFT Art Industry

A game that is genuinely fun to play.
MMORPG you can enjoy with your
friends or interact with players from
around the world.
Players have a wide variety of roles
to select from as well as the freedom
to choose their own path.

DAO
Transparent operation where anyone
can contribute to the direction of
the project through the governance
token system.
No individual can unilaterally decide
the direction for everyone. The
system will only work through a
governance policy - and it will not
be possible to rug pull investors.

Platform
Auction platform, Marketplace and
Top value auction (Simultaneous
bidding on multiple items).
Central system for the game project
and tangible assets in real-world
industries (Crypto marketplace).

NFT Art Industry
Collaboration with artists to expand the
NFT art market and help talented artists
enter the NFT art and GameFi markets
in order to reach global audiences and
investors.
In addition to the cryptocurrency
market, we have plans to expand to realworld channels such as through merch
(including posters and "gure models),
animation series, etc. in order for
impactful works can reach audiences and
markets beyond the NFT space.
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Gamification
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About Gameplay
Ampleia: Blood Rain and Silver Ashes immerses you
into an expanding, peculiar metaverse, and leaving
you free to explore it as you please. While a
compelling main storyline quest is always available,
the reasons and opportunities to venture off the
beaten track are seemingly endless.
The genuine pleasure of Ampleia: Blood Rain and
Silver Ashes is blurring the line between making
money and having fun. Some players may choose to
focus on completing the story quest, while others
may favor a more leisurely approach building
resources and tackling critical quests in order to
fully explore the realm of Ampleia.
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Game Structure

In term of Ampleian journey, there are 2 primary pursuits:

Main Quest
Main Quests, also de"ned as storyline quests, will
guide you through the Ampleia: Blood Rain and Silver
Ashes realm. It provides a streamlined path that you
can follow step by step to explore the character story
and unlocking various secrets hidden throughout
Ampleia realm, while also o#ering advice on when you
might pro"tably venture o# the beaten path to
complete optional quests.
The story structure has been designed to be $exible
using DAO Governance model. It is suitable both for
occasional reference and as an all-encompassing
guidance.

Side Quest
Side Quest, has been designed to guide players
through exploring character’s abilities with challenges
that may be engaged daily. Throughout the side quests,
we use sequences of free roaming to explore the
spectacular environments and activate main game
features in Ampleia realm.
Side quests highlight essential actions that need to be
performed, providing opportunities to understand
character progression and gameplay. Not only will
player reap valuable rewards, but they will be able to
see more of the wonders of Ampleia realm.
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Game Ecosystem
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Game Feature

Production
Crafting
Most of the resources
in Ampleia can be
transformed into other
objects. Enjoy creating
a variety of items
according to the path
you choose.

Production is a key aspect of
each tribe, making for endless
possibilities in the creation of
everything in AMPLEIA, from
food supplies, building
materials, to armaments, with
many mysterious items still
waiting to be discovered.

Land & Buildings
Take control of territories
in Ampleia. Develop the land
in various ways to generate
income, with different
resources and rare items
waiting to be found, explore
or settle down anywhere in
Ampleia.
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Game Feature

Adventure
Immerse yourself in
astonishing adventures
in the world of
AMPLEIA,
with its exquisite visuals
and splendid designs.
Discover numerous
events and join forces to
fight against powerful
monsters.

Boss Fight
Challenge an amazing
assortment of mythical
creatures and powerful
gigantic monsters to obtain a
variety of sought-after Rare
Items and acquire other
mysterious items.

Raid Boss
Forces assembled from all
over Ampleia can combine
their strengths, supplies, and
resources to overcome a
catastrophic menace that
appears, with great rewards
distributed to battle
participants in return
for glorious victory.
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Game Feature

War
With limited resources,
each country seeks to
expand its territory, and
wars may erupt in order
to conquer and pillage
other countries and
territories.

PVP

Guild

Enter the arena and
experience Ampleia’s
tournament system. Match
with opponents of similar
levels to compete and level up
your combat abilities.
Achieving certain ranks will
unlock rare and valuable
rewards.

Join forces with other players
to form guild groups that
travel and fight battles and
campaigns together. Establish
guild bases and compete to be
recognized among the best
teams in Ampleia.
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Game Feature

Voting
Lucky Draws
Enter lucky draws for
a chance to win desirable
items and NFTs from
special events held
periodically.

AMPLEIA was created
with the intention that this
online world belongs to all
players. Everyone can take
part in determining the
direction of their country's
actions through a voting
system at the guild, city,
and country level.

History
Ampleian history is written
in real time. Every player
choice and tribe decision
becomes engraved into the
story, adding to the
continuing chronicles of
AMPLEIA.

Research
Upgrade technology and
unlock new skills, items,
buildings, and systems as
each nation seeks to gain
an edge to stay ahead of
competitors.
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World Setting
In the sprawling world of Ampleia, beyond the three
kingdoms and neighboring territories, there are vast
unexplored areas which may contain abandoned buildings,
monster lairs and places that are still filled with mysteries.
Amplians can go on a journey to explore the land and
uncover hidden stories in different places. Each kingdom
can expand the territory or develop new and important
communities as well.
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Ampleia Realm
The three realms are located at each corner of the map, with
different geography and climates. Indigenous natural resources
available in each region vary greatly depending on the terrain.
Hyem reign over a kingdom of fertile
fields called Riengiea, her plains wellsuited to farming and research.
Dharn occupy the northern wastelands
adjacent a snowy realm of ice sheets and
ever-frosted peaks.
Evan reside in the vast body of forested
woodland they call Levantyne, a land lush
with diverse plant life.

In the center of the continent:

At a distance from the territory of each kingdom, is an area
that has not yet been fully explored. It is known as a
habitat for monsters, home to mysterious dungeons, ancient
religious relics, and much more waiting to be discovered.
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The Land
In the world of Ampleia, there are limited portions of the country's
territory near the city that a player can own. Each land plot has
different sizes and types of resources depending on the location
where the player can raise and harvest crops. Players can erect
buildings on their land to unlock more activities and capabilities.

NFT land

can change ownership only through
transactions through the NFT marketplace, whereby the
recipient will also receive all the buildings constructed on
that land. If a territory owned by a player is occupied by
another country (Tribal War), the player does not lose
ownership of that NFT, but the output of the occupied land
is taxed by the occupying side.
In the early days of Ampleia's launch, players can own only
limited units of land, with each genus having the same
amount. These lands vary in terms of resource availability
depending on the terrain. Land can be classified into three
categories based on size and type of resources available.

Natural land is an area outside the city territory

which players can explore by adventuring. Players can find
resources in different terrains, battling monsters in the area,
searching for items, exploring dungeons, etc.
Natural land cannot be owned by players. Therefore,
whoever enters the area can perform the same activities as
anyone else, but some natural land can be occupied by
expanding a country's territory, or may be captured by other
countries as well.
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The Land & Resources
Exploration is one of the most important elements of Ampleia:
Blood Rain and Silver Ashes.
The Ampleia realm is astonishingly vast and features countless
point of interest, collectibles to acquire, and quests to complete.
Seeking new places to visit on the world map is utterly compelling,
largely because curiosity is frequently rewarded.

Land = Building + Resource
Land is the main resource and starting point for everything in the
world of Ampleia, because this world is open for everyone to
choose to produce and create, whether it is buildings, equipment,
tools, potions, enchanting stones, food, etc., each of which uses
different initial resources, and the acquisition of each type of
resource has different degrees of difficulty.
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Resources &
Production Assessment
Water is the natural resource needed
for growing crops and other activities.

Wood is necessary to craft tools,
equipment, and construct buildings.

Iron is used to craft tools,
equipment, and construct higherquality buildings.

Raw food gives characters the energy
to complete different activities.

Herbs have medicinal properties to
give energy, treat diseases, heal
wounds, and grow wild in the forest
or on land.

Ore is a precious mineral resource
needed to upgrade equipment and is
a key element of crafting equipment
with unique properties.
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Character
The inhabitants of Ampleia are divided into three
genera: Hyem, Evan, and Dharn, each genus
featuring a distinctive body type and exhibiting
different strengths and weaknesses.
The differences extend to the areas, capital cities,
and terroir of the surrounding lands where each
genus lives.

HYEM

DHARN

EVAN
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HYEM
The Hyem is the most creative genus. In addition, the kingdom is
rich in grasslands and plains suitable for farming and research. As a
result, Hyem boasts rapidly developing technology, allowing them
to craft high-quality equipment and advanced buildings. It also
results in agriculture being more productive than the other
civilizations.
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DHARN
The Dharn is known for their dark skin and fierce eyes with
invisible sharp fangs. Dharn has magical powers that surpass every
other genus and are outstanding in casting curses, spells of
corrosion, and mass effect spells that are difficult to deal with. Most
of this kingdom's dry land is a wasteland that makes it difficult to
farm for produce supplies, but this is offset by the abundance of
underground ore, mainly Amplia's highest quality – Magic Ore,
scattered underground and waiting to be uncovered.
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EVAN
The genus that rules the territories of Evergreen Sea, they are
distinguished by physical strength, pointed ears, and slender figures.
They can move faster than anyone and can communicate with the
Ancient Beast, a giant creature that rules a mysterious land. They are
also skilled at infusing magic into the weapons they use. This made
Evan the tribe that could produce the best Magic Stone. In addition,
their home territory is full of forests home to various species, giving
Evan access to many natural resources like herbs, plants, and vines.
But on the other hand, with the abundance of the forest, Evan does
not prefer to cultivate crops. As a result, their agricultural knowhow is behind other genuses.
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Play to Earn
There is an abundance of methods in Ampleia to earn
in-game currency and crypto assets.
Gathering resources and selling them
at in-game markets.
Defeat monsters that drop NFT items
that can be sold.
Complete in-game quests.
Craft items, tools or equipment to sell.
Collect service fees from buildings
erected on your land.
Rewards from winning PVP battles
and tournaments.

Rare NFT items from Bosses
and raid bosses.
Items and resource picked
up as after-battle loot in wars.
Governance Token staking
rewards.
Auction royalty pool rewards.
Renting NFTs.
lucky draw winner rewards.
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Tokenomic
There are 2 tokens in Ampleia system;Governance Token & Utility Token

BLOCKCHAIN

Binance Smart Chain

Binance Smart Chain

TOKEN NAME

TBA

TBA

TOKEN SYMBOL

TBA

TBA

USE CASE

GOVERNANCE

UTILITY

TOKEN TYPE

BEP-20

BEP-20

TOTAL SUPPLY

TBA

TBA
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Utility Token
Diagram
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Platform
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Auction
Platform
The NFT Auction platform provides new
capabilities and workflows that bring full Defi
opportunities into the NFT space, aligning the
interests of the Defi market with all other roles
in the NFT space. In doing so, significantly
increasing the value potential for all
participants via a positive price action feedback
loop.
Our platform also formalizes capabilities using
trustless DAO contracts that operate entirely
according to their code as executed on the
crypto ledger where it is deployed. They cannot
be overridden or censored by outside
influences. The availability of these capabilities
with full crypto autonomy will undoubtedly
drive the value proposition of owning, trading,
and using NFT assets to higher levels.

This platform can be operated as a universal
public service across all supported NFT
platforms, or it can be tailored to support the
unique branding and workflow of a particular
NFT project family. As a whole, the platform’s
components work together as orchestrated,
loosely-coupled cooperative services whose
emergent behavior ultimately evolves into a
DAO operating as an NFT<> Community <>
DeFi Bridge.
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Royalty Pool
Investors interested in this project but not in
playing the game nor in specific NFT can still
invest in that NFT set to be auctioned. They
will receive a royalty pool token that gets a
share of profits and transaction fees through
the royalty pool token smart contract when the
NFT in that bundle is traded either on our
marketplace or partner platforms.

Royalty pool tokens will be used for
governance of that pool to determine the pool's
policy on matters such as issuing dividends and
whether to buy back NFTs at lower prices to
sell for profit or to rent. In addition, royalty
pool tokens can also be traded through
marketplaces, transferring ownership rights to
the share of the pool.
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Marketplace
NFT Marketplace
Normal Trade
Pre-order Trade
Auction
Top value auction

In-game
Marketplace

There are several types of marketplaces in
Ampleia realm, each offering unique varieties
of goods or services. A market for players in
the game to buy non-NFT items and resources
found within the game in each country will
feature forms of resource consumption for
activities, crafting, building, and upgrading.
Resources available in different areas give each
country its market price standards that differ
from other countries. Therefore, in addition to
players being able to trade resources/items in
their own country, they can also import/export
rare goods from various places to trade for a
profit.
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Ampleia DAO
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Ampleia DAO
Over the long term, the direction of Project
Ampleia will be guided by decentralized
governance in both the project itself as to
how the DAO members will develop, as
well as the direction of play that will take
place in the game, from the levels of the
game, the three countries, to the guild
system.

Ampleia Project

Dividends
Game development
Protocol upgrades
Emergency actions
Royalty pool policy
NFT market policy
Marketing and
Influencer engagement

Ampleia Game

Nation policy
Guild policy
Town policy
Nation quest
Guild quest
World quest
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NFT Art
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NFT Art
NFT Art describes unique encryption tokens that
are considered valuable due to security and rarity.
Together with decentralized financial products, these
tokens may be used to create outstanding financial
services. Possible uses for this technological
innovation are investment, cash withdrawals, or
game currency. There are limitless ideas and
possibilities to combine NFT and GameFi - and it
remains to be seen what exciting and innovative
projects will develop and soon appear on our
platform.
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NFT Art
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Roadmap
Stage 1

Stage 2

Whitepaper
NFT Auction &
Royalty Pool Platform
Whitelist 2
Land NFT Sale
Fair Launch Governance Token
Governance Token Staking
Ampleia Art Project

Stage 4

Tool NFT
Equipment NFT
Renting NFT
Game Play 1
Adventure
Farming & Harvesting
Craft Item
Quest
PVP
Event
Nation & Tax system

Game Feature Development
Token Economy Design
Novel & Game Story
Artwork Design
Official Website
Litepaper
Whitelist 1

Stage 3

NFT Staking
NFT Marketplace
Royalty Pool Dividend
Game Play Teaser
Game Play Beta Test
Fair Launch Utility Token

Stage 5
Game play 2

Dungeon
Building
Boss Fight
Voting
Guild
Raid Boss
Town System
Wars System
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